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Creativity
and mind Creative thinking during these

trying times is of great importance.

To be able to think in a creative

way along with the team helps in

putting great ideas on the table

which in turn is the key to a

successful cycle of work.

Creative brainstorming along with

your team not only helps in

developing great ideas but also

helps in boosting creative thinking

and improving team morale.



How do we do it!

Fun and creative activities to bond every

weekend for the team! A special time for

teams to bond and B-Creative.



04 Weeks Journey
Overview 

WEEK 01: 
FRIDAY

HAKA
CHALLENGE

THE AD 
SHOW!

LIGHTS
CAMERA ACTION!

BEATBOX
CHALLENGE

WEEK 02: 
FRIDAY

WEEK 03: 
FRIDAY

WEEK 04: 
FRIDAY



Haka Challenge
WEEK 01

The haka is a ceremonial dance or challenge in

Māori culture. It's performed in groups with

vigorous movements and stamping of the feet

accompanied with rhythmically shouting, this

generates team energy and unity through

synchronized physical and vocal performance.

How: Participants are told to get up on their

feet and follow the dance instructor and

prepare themselves for an exciting session of

dance and beats and create a maori set of

there own.

Duration; 60 Mins



The AD Show!
WEEK 02

The Ad Show is a fun activity which involves

trivia and some creative play. Kicking off with a

quiz show which is a throwback to retro ads

and creating one of their own.

How: The activity begins with teams

collaborating remotely to make an

advertisement of their own Mad Ads can be

thought of as a fun activity where not only we

know how much the players remember from

back in the days but also with asking them to

create an ad of their own as it brings out their

creativity!

Duration: 45 Mins



Beatbox Challenge
WEEK 03

In the first half of the session a professional

beatboxer is invited to perform and teach

some of beats to the group while jamming to

various types of music.

How: The group is then dived into teams,

they must now put their newly learned skills

at use and must create a set with everyone in

the team beatboxing.

Duration: 45 Mins



Lights-Camera-Action
WEEK 04

This activity involves making a small movie by

shooting each self from within you room and

exploring each one's creative horizons. 

How: The group is divided and then given a

theme on basis of which they must shoot a

small movie and stich it together as a group to

make a short movie The movie must involve

props, music and voiceovers to add to the fun

of the of activity.

Let's see who has the best hand in directing a

movie!

Duration: 45 minutes



Pre-Event Overview

Pre-Engagement

Trivia's Whatsapp Group
Communications, Email

Broadcasts

Teasers / Invites

Physical Invites, E-invite,
Equipment Hampers

Launch / Introduction

Emcee Finalization, Tech
Deployment, Stage with

Corporate branding, Emcee
Hosting the show 



Post Event Deliverables 

Give-away with personalization and
corporate branding
Personalized and branded virtual photos
Post event montages
Door-step delivery of give-away
For more give away options visit
www.micekart.com



Ring in for a chat!
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Phone Number

+91 91674 99291/2/3/4

Email Address

contact@micekart.com


